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... Mere days ago, Scrat and his brother Sid joined forces with Sid's girlfriend to embark on an epic quest across the treacherous
arctic tundra of North Nowhere in search of the lost treasure of the Scratazon order, the Incredibly Cute Squalchus GemEncrusted Crystal Pendant. As they brave the ice and snow and build a winter wonderland in the middle of nowhere, they find
that they must combine their talents and talents to defeat the evil agent of the Scratazon order, Wendell, and his army of Volts,
in order to save the world! Before the opening of the first Ice Age film, Scrat was abducted from his home, along with his
brother, Sid and Sid's girlfriend, Manny. This led to them teaming up with Sid's older brother, Sid Jr., to save Scrat and find out
where he was being held. Scrat and the other Ice Age characters also made appearances in the Ice Age video game. In the film,
to fulfill their mission, Scrat and his family enter the Scratazon Temple, built by the peaceful sabre-tooth squirrel named
Molière, and whose safe opened by Scrat, is where Mere days ago, the Scratazon order, a science-based religion, was founded.
There, Scrat and his family discover the time machine, and send them into the past. They soon meet with Sid and Manny, who
warn them of an impending ice age, caused by a volcano, and suggest to them to use the time machine to change its course.
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However, after the ice age begins, the volcano starts to erupt, causing Scrat to lose the gem-encrusted, pendant, which grants
him his power, and brings the Scratazons and the entire planet into jeopardy. The former leader of the Scratazon order, Scrat, is
sent back in time, where he meets a young, and ever-scared, Ice Age character, for guidance. Mighty engines roar and whirr, air
brakes squeal, and beeps and whistles fill the air as our intrepid heroes continue their adventure. After building a winter
wonderland in the middle of nowhere, the intrepid trio soon make their way to the Arctic tundra, where they soon run into the
evil agent of the Scratazon order, the evil Wendell, and his army of Volts. However, their 82157476af
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